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ABSTRACT
Before Professor K L Singh's death some fixed point theorems
for.multivalm:d nonexpansive mappings on weakly compact and convex
subsets of opial spaces, were discussed by both of us. In the present
paper, these are reorganised.

INTRODUCTION
Several tixed point theorems have been obtained for nonexoansive
mappings (I}. (2]. [3J. Fixed point theorems in lacally convex topological vector spaces for multivalued nonexpansive mappings have
been studied [4), (10]. [I If, 112] nnd others. lu thhi puper we shall
continue these investigations.
Throughout the paper. we shall use E to denote a Hausdroff
. locally convex topological vector space, and F to denote the family of
oontinuous scminorms generating the topology of E. Also C(E') will
denote the family of nonempty compact subsets of E.
For each p e F and A, B
~vi A.BJ=
{) 11 (A

E

C(E J. we define

sup{p(a - bJ: a e A. b" B}. aud

Fl)'= max {sup

inf [p(a-b)}, sup inf [p(a-bJ)}
aeA b•B
bEB aEA
·

Although pis only a seminorrn, D 11 is a Hausdroff metric on C(E 1 14).

Definition J: Let K he a nonempty subset of E a mapping
T1(·->C E >is called a muhivalued contraction if there exists a constant

k'IJ• O;; k'P < 1, such that for each x, ye K, D11(Tx, TyJ
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k'Pp X··y).
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T is called multivalued nonexpansive if for each x, y
Dp(Tx, Tyl

~

K,

p(x-y).

A set C in a topological vector space E is called

Definition 2:
convex if ax

e

+

(l- ex l y

For any x, y

E

E

C whenever x, y

E

C and 0

~ a ~

l.

E. we set

(x,yl ={(I - a)x

+

ay: 0 <ex~ l}, and

[x, y] =

+

ay: 0 ~ a ~ l}.

{(l - ex) x

Definition 3:

E is said to satisfy the Opial's condition if for

each x e E and every net {x.. } converging weakly to x, then for each

p

e F,

we have

limp<x .. -y)

> limp(x.. -

X)

for y

¥= x.

Let D be any nonempty subet of E, a mapping

Definition 4:

T:D-'>C E1 is said to satisfy the boundary condition 1cxJ if for all x e D

a:nd all y

e Tx, (X, yJ

n ¥=

D <fi.

The following variant of Nadler's resnlt [8] will he used.
Lemma.

If A, B

such tltat pra - b>
Theorem I.
subset of E. and

;i

E

CE), the11 for each a e A, there is ab " B

Dp(A. B1 for all p e F.

Let K be a nonempty, weakly, compact and convex
T:K~C(E)

be nonexpansive. If E satisfies the Opial's

condition, then G,(/ - T) is closed in Ew x E. where Ew isE with
its weak topology and I is the identity mapping.
Proof: Let {(Xa...Yr..l} be a net in G,lf - T) such that x .. ~x weakly
a,nd yo.;+Y It i!1 n(Jt difficult to see that x e K. so we must show that

y e (l - T)

(XI·

Now, for every cx, there exists an v"' e Txa.. such that

y°' -

l'oi,

by the Lemma, we can find an v' .. e Tx such that

Xw

p(Voi - v'o.) ~ Dv!Tx.oi, Tx). Thus we have
p(l'"' -

1•'.. ) 22 Dr(TXoit Tx)

~

p(xoi -· x)

because T is nonexpansive. Therefore

I

limp(x,,,_ - x)

~

lim p(v,,,_ - v',,,_)

= Jim p(x,,,_ -

109

y,,,_ - v',,,_).

By compactness of Tx, there is a convergent subnet in Tx still
denoted by {v',,,_} such that v',,,.--+v for some v

limp(x,,,_ - x)

~

Tx. Therefore, we have

E

lim p(x,,,_ - y - v).

Since E satisfies the Opial's condition, then we obtain y
That is v = x - v

E

+

v = x.

(x).

(! - T)

Theorem 2. Let E be an Opial's space, Ka nonempty, weakly

compact, and convex subset of E. T:K-+C(E) be a multivalued nonexpansive mapping which satisfies the boundary condition {a.). Then T
has a fixed point in Ki e •. there exists x
Proof: We shall first show that (/ - T)

K such that x

E

E

Tx.

is closed.

(K)

Let y be a limit point of(/-· T) (K). Then there is a net {y°'} with

Ya

E (( -

x°' for some x,,,_

T)

E

Kandy,,,_ -+y. This implies that x,,,_-y°'ETXo.

and y,,,.-+y.
By the compactness of K, we know that there exists an w
a subnet {x } of {x,,,_} such that x
llli

a1

-+

E

Kand

w weakly. Therefore, there

exists a subnet {yat} C {y°'} such that _v°';-+y, and by the Theorem 1,
y

E:

(/ -

T) (w). Thus, (I - T) (Kl is closed.

LP-t z

f

K be fixed and Jet r..

T,,;K ""> C(EJ by Tn(X)

==

rnTx

+

=

IJ-r11)

1
2

·~

l/tz for gnch n

Define

for XEK Then TnXEC<E) and

T,. satisfies the boundary condition (t1.), since so does T. Each T 11 h
contraction map, it follows from a variant of Theorem 2 (6). there
exists an Xn

E

that there is y,.
(r11 -

I )Yn

+0

T,.x ••. Therefore, x,.
E

E

rnTXn

Txn, such that X11 ""' r11y11

- r111z-;..O as

fl----H><>.

+ (I

+ (l -

- rn)z.

This implies

r,.)z. Thus, x..-y,..,,.

Therefore, we shall have Oe(/-T)(K)

because it is closed. Hence, there exists a:n x

E

K such that x

€

Tx.

uo

CoroUary Let E be an Opial's space. Ka nonempty, compact.
and convex subset of E and T:K-?C(E) be a multivalued nonexpansive
mapping which satisfies the boundary condition (a:). Then T has a
fixed point in J(.
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